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The Performance of Multistage Interconnection
Networks for Multiprocessors

CLYDE P. KRUSKAL, MEMBER, IEEE, AND MARC SNIR

Abstract-This paper studies the performance of unbuffered and
buffered, packet-switching, multistage interconnection networks. We
begin by reviewing the definition of banyan networks and introducing
some generalizations of them. We then present an asymptotic analysis
of the performance of unbuffered banyan networks, thereby solving
a problem left open by Patel. We analyze the performance of the un-
buffered generalized banyan networks, and compare networks with
approximately equivalent hardware complexity. Finally, we analyze
the performance of buffered banyan networks and again compare
networks with approximately equivalent hardware complexity.

Index Terms-Bandwidth, banyan network, bidelta network, buf-
fered network, circuit-switching network, crossbar network, delta
network, dilated network, multistage interconnection network,
packet-switching network, performance analysis, replicated network,
simulation, square network, throughput, unbuffered network, uniform
network.

1. INTRODUCTION

W| ITHIN the last decade interest has increased in large
scale multiprocessors composed of thousands of pro-

cessors sharing a common memory, and several such systems
have been proposed [5], [ 1]. A typical configuration for such
a system is illustrated in Fig. 1: many identical processors are
connected via an interconnection network to identical memory
modules. The interconnection network is an essential compo-
nent, so it is important to have a solid understanding of its
performance. In some proposed designs it supports dynamic
access from each processor to each memory module, and the
traffic through the network consists of short items (requests
to memory and replies), with requests being dynamically
generated independently at each processor. The pattern of
requests is essentially random and varies rapidly.

In this paper we study the performance of unbuffered and
buffered, packet-switching, multistage interconnection net-
works. Section 11 reviews the definitions necessary for reading
this paper, including specifically the definition of banyan
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Fig. 1. Multiprocessor organization.

Fig. 2. 3-stage square banyan network of degree 2.

networks and some generalizations of them. Sections III and
V analyze the performance of banyan networks. Delta net-
works [9], Omega networks [8], indirect binary cube networks
[ I ]-among others (see [7])-are all banyan networks, so
our analyses apply to these networks as well. Patel [10] pre-
sents a recurrence relation for the performance of unbuffered
networks, but leaves open the question of how they perform
asymptotically. Section III provides such an analysis; the
analysis is also applicable to circuit-switching networks. Sec-
tion IV analyzes the performance of unbuffered generalized
banyan networks, and compares networks with approximately
equivalent hardware complexity. Section V analyzes the per-
formance of buffered banyan networks, and as in the unbuff-
ered case compares networks with approximately equivalent
hardware complexity. Section VI summarizes the paper and
contains some concluding remarks.

11. NETWORKS

We consider packet-switching networks built of switches
connected by unidirectional lines. A p input, q output (p X q)
switch can receive packets at each of its p input ports, and send
them through each of its q output ports. A network is a di-
rected graph where nodes are of the following three types:
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Fig. 3. 2-dilation of banyan network with 2 stages and degree 2.

i) Source nodes which have indegree 0;
ii) Sink nodes which have outdegree 0;
iii) Switches which have positive indegree and outde-

gree.
Each edge represents one of more lines going from a node to
successor. Throughout this paper we assume that for a given
network every edge represents the same number of lines. The
edges in two different networks, however, may represent dif-
ferent numbers of lines.'
A banyan network is defined by Goke and Lipovsky [4] to

be a network with a unique path from each source node to each
sink node. This condition implies that the set of paths leading
to a node in the network forms a tree and that the set of paths
leading from a node also forms a tree. A multistage network
is a network in which the nodes can be arranged in stages, with
all the source nodes at stage 0, and all the outputs at stage i
connected to inputs at stage i + 1. If all the sink nodes of a
multistage network are at stage n + 1 then we have an n-stage
network (called in [4] L-level). A uniform network is a mul-
tistage network in which all switches at the same stage have
the same number of input ports and the same number of output
ports. A square network ofdegree k is network built of k X k
switches. Fig. 2 shows a 3-stage square banyan network of
degree 2.
We shall analyze the performance of n-stage square banyan

networks under the assumptions usually used in the literature
[ 10]: packets are generated at each source node by indepen-
dent, identically distributed random processes. Each processor
generates with probability p at each cycle a packet, and sends
a generated packet with equal probability to any sink node. We

This definition allows us to study the performance of unidirectional in-
terconnection networks. However, in actual parallel computers of the form
described in Fig. 1, it is necessary to send replies back through the network.,
There are at least four ways-to reinterpret or modify our definition to allow
this. Assume that the parallel processor has P processors and M memory
modules.

i) Each edge really represents a bidirectional line. There are P source nodes
and M sink nodes; the orientation of the edges distinguishes processors from
memory modules.

ii) Each edge really represents two unidirectional lines-one in each di-
rection. Again, there are P source nodes and M sink nodes, and the orientation
of the edges distinguishes processors from memory modules.

iii) There is one network for sending messages from processors to memory
modules and a different network for sending replies back. In one network each
of the P source nodes represents a processor, and each of the M sink nodes
represents a memory module; in the other network each of the P sink node
represents a processor and each of the M source nodc a memory module.

iv) The same (unidirectional) network is used lor sending messages and
replies. There are P + M sourcc nodes and P + M sink nodes. Each source
node is identified with a distinct sink node, and the pair rcpresents either a
processor or a memory module.

In each of these cases it is not hard to at least approximate the behavior the
full network given our analyses bclow of unidirectional networks.

assume that the network is synchronous, so that packets can
be sent only at time tc, 2t(, 3t,., , where tc is the network
cycle time.
The uniqueness of paths in banyan networks implies the

following result which is implicitly used in all the performance
analyses of these networks.
Lemma: Let packets be generated at the source nodes of a

banyan network by independent, identically distributed ran-
dom processes, that uniformly distribute the packets over all
of the sink nodes. Assume that the routing logic at each switch
is "fair," i.e., conflicts are randomly resolved. Then

i) The patterns of packet arrivals at the inputs of the same
switch are independent.

ii) Packets arriving at an input of a switch are uniformly
distributed over the outputs of that switch.

Moreover, if the network is uniform, then for each stage in
the network, the pattern of packet arrivals at the inputs of that
stage have the same distribution

While banyan networks are very attractive in their sim-
plicity, other considerations such as performance or reliability
sometimes dictate the use of more complicated networks. Two
strategies can be used to augment a network G, without sac-
rificing much of its structure.

i) The d-dilation of G is defined to be the network obtained
from G by replacing each edge by d distinct edges (see Fig. 3).
A packet entering a switch may exit using any of the d edges
going to the desired successor switch at the next stage.

ii) The d-replication of G is defined to be the network
consisting of d identical distinct copies of G, with the d cor-
responding source (sink) nodes in each copy identified (see Fig.
4).

In [12] d-dilated networks are introduced without name.
Replicated banyan networks are called layered banyan net-
works in [4].

lI. UNBUFFERED BANYAN NETWORKS

We first consider packet-switching networks built of k X
k unbuffered switches with the topology of an tn-stage square
banyan network. When several packets at the same switch
require the same output, a randomly chosen one is forwarded
and the remaining packets are deleted. The relevant figure of
merit for such networks is the probability p,7, that there is some
packet on any particular input at the mth stage of the network.
By the above lemma, it is easily seen that Pn, is well defined and
satisfies the recurrence relation

Pn+±I = 1 - (I -p,,/k)k (1)
with boundary condition po = p, where p is the probability of
packet creation at a source node. Patel [9] leaves open the
question of how p,1, behaves asymptotically. It turns out that
for any fixed initial value po > 0, and any fixed k

2k [ (k+l ) In
0

1 ]
I

Pnl(k 1)m 3(k I) m \m/J
(2)

where In x denotes loge x. A proof of this result is given in
Appendix A. It is interesting to note that the first and second
order terms in this expansion are independent of po. Thus, the
probability that a message is not deleted is asymptotically in-
versely proportional to the number of stages in the network.
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Fig. 4. 2-replication of banyan network with 2 stages and degree 2.

In particular, in a square banyan network with N source nodes
built of 2 X 2 switches the bandwidth (or throughput) of the
network, i.e., the average number of packets arriving at the
other end of the network per cycle, is

N___g4 In lgN +0N*plgIgN lg N Ig N
where Ig x denotes log2 x.
We can use (2) to obtain for any given p = p0 an approxi-

mate formula for p,,. Although we do this only for k = 2, the
technique is valid in general. For k = 2 the formula for p,
reduces to

4 |l_In m +O(])- ln+o()]
m m m

Assuming the last term does not oscillate (which can be shown
formally by generating the next term in the asymptotic ex-
pansion), Pn, can be approximated by

4 Inm c

m m m

where c is some constant to be determined. We can determine
a value for c by taking a "large" value for m, finding Pm by
brute force using difference equation (1) m times, and solving
for c. For example, consider p = 1. For m = 10, po = 1, p =
0 75, P2 0.61,- , pi0 0.26, so c -1 .2. Thus, form
large, p,,, is closely approximated by

4 [I_In m 1 .2]lnrnL2]~_(3)
m m m

Unfortunately, for each initial value p we need a different
constant c. Moreover, for small p the approximation will not
be consistently good until m is very large, no matter what value
we choose for c. Using an alternative approach we can derive
an asymptotic formula which has p as a parameter.

Let Pm satisfy the recurrence relation with initial value po
= p, and letf(x) (defined on the real numbers) approximate
p,, for some initial value greater than or equal to p. Thenf,
starting at the point where it has value p, approximates Pm;
that point is by definition (fr(p),-p). Thus,f(f'(p) + m)
approximates P,n (see Fig. 5). For ourf we use only the first
term 41m of the above asymptotic formula for two reasons:
first of all, we can invert it in closed form; and second, its range
contains the entire half open interval (0, 1 ]. Thusf (p) =

Fig. 5. Schema for finding asymptotic equation approximating p,,. The
arrows show the mapping from the point (f- (p), p) to the approximation
of P1. The left axis is nominally a probability, but sincef only approximates
p,. the range of the graph can contain values greater than 1.

4
- and the approximation for p,,, is f(f-'(p) + m) =
p

f(4+ ml)

4
(4)

4
m + -

p
This is an excellent approximation of p,,, for all p and m, except
when both p is large and m is small where it is still very good.
(See Fig. 6.) In general, for square networks composed of k
X k switches p,, is approximated by

2k

(k-] )m +-
p

The above analysis also applies to a circuit-switching net-
work with the topology of a square banyan. We assume that
each source node attempts simultaneously to establish a
communication path with a randomly chosen sink node (each
mapping is equally likely). Then p,,, is the probability that a
communication is not blocked after the first m stages of the
network, and N PIgN is the average number of communication
paths that will be established in a network with N source nodes
built of 2 X 2 switches. Our asymptotic analysis indicates that
the probability that a path will be established is asymptotically
inversely proportional to the number of stages in the net-
work.

IV. UNBUFFERED DILATED AND REPLICATED
NETWORKS

We now analyze the performance of d-dilated square ban-
yan networks under the following two assumptions: 1) Every
source node issues one message at each cycle. 2) If m < d
packets are competing for the d edges leading from a switch
to its successor switch at the next stage, all of the packets are
forwarded; if m > d packets are competing at a switch for the
d edges, then d of them are chosen at random and forwarded,
and the remaining ones are deleted. We give the following
recurrence for qn, the probability that the d edges will contain
some message after the first m stages of a d-dilated square
banyan network of degree 2.

Let R(m,j) be the probability thatj packets are transmitted
through d identical edges leaving a switch at stage m. R is
initialized as
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Fig. 6. Graph ofp, for p( = 1, and two asymptotic equations for
finding approximate values.

R(O,j) = 0, forj] 1,

R(O,j) = 1, forj= 1.

The probability of having i messages entering a switch at stage

m + 1 is given by L R(m, r) * R(m, s). The probability
r+s=i

that j of these i messages are directed to a fixed output port
is

2 Thus, R(m + 1, j) is given by

R(m + ],j) =L ( E R(m, r)- R(m, s) 2-i
ijr+s=i

for j < d,
and

2d (
R(m + I, j) = E R(m, r) - R(m, s)) (I )2-.i,

i=d r+s'=i t=d t

for] = d.
Finally, the probability that at least one of the d edges contains
a message is

qm7 = I - R(nm, 0).
The performance of d-replicated square banyan networks

can be easily approximated. A d-replicated network consists
of d copies of a square banyan networks, and the results of
Section III apply to each of these copies. We assume that every
source issues one message at each cycle and randomly sends
it to one of the d copies. On each copy the probability Pn, that
a message survives m stages of the network satisfies the re-
currence from equation (1). Assuming the d copies are inde-
pendent, which is slightly optimistic, the probability qnm that
the ith edge of one of the d copies has a surviving request is I
- (1 -p )d. Our numerical results assume this model of d-
replication. Note, however, that if k divides d, a d-replicated
square banyan network of degree k could be organized so that
there will be no conflicts until after 10gk d stages of switches.
The analysis of each copy is equivalent to assuming each
banyan network has logk N -1lgk d stages, where the prob-

ability is still I /d of issuing a request at each input port. Now
the d copies are independent, so this organization is easy to
analyze; it performs better than even the above optimistic
approximation assumes.
A d-dilation of a square banyan network of degree 2 with

N source nodes has lg N stages, (N lg N)/2 2d X 2d switches,
and dN(lg N + 1) edges. A d(lg d + 1)-replication of a square
banyan network of degree 2d has 10g2dN stages, (N lg N)/2
2d X 2d switches, and dN(lg N + lg d + 1) edges. Thus two
such networks have the same number and size of switches, and
have roughly the same number of edges. Figs. 7(a)-(c) com-
pares the performance-as measured by q,,, of dilated
banyan networks with replicated banyan networks of compa-
rable complexity for switches of size 4 X 4, 8 X 8, and 16 X 16.
We have also included the crossbar network for comparison
purposes. (In a crossbar network of sizeN the probability that
a message is not blocked is I - (I - I /N)N, which asympto-
tically approaches 1 - I/e.) As we see dilated banyan net-
works have asymptotically better performance than replicated
banyan networks, although for practical values of N their
performances are approximately the same.
We have also calculated the bandwidth of these networks.

To do so we assume that a message is issued at each input edge
at each cycle. For d-dilated networks the recurrence is the
same as above except for different boundary conditions and
a different formula for calculating q1. In this case

R(O,j) 0,forj] d9
R(O,j) = 1, forj =d,

and

qn, =-Z RR(m,j).

For d-replicated networks the bandwidth is exactly d times the
bandwidth of a single network. Once again dilated networks
have asymptotically better performance: This occurs, however,
only for impractically large values of N: for N < 260 replicated
networks built of 4 X 4, 8 X 8, or 16 X 16 switches are better
than comparable dilated networks.

V. BUFFERED BANYAN NETWORKS

The bandwidth of packet-switching networks can be im-
proved by using buffers to queue conflicting packets. An ac-
curate analysis of the performance of buffered square banyan
networks does not seem tractable. Several authors have ana-
lyzed the performance with buffers of length one and per-
formed simulations for larger buffers (see [3] and references
therein, and more recently [I]). We present here a formula
that seems to yield a good approximation for the performance
with large buffers and also indicate some tradeoffs suggested
by that formula.

Consider a buffered k X k switch. An ideal switch consists
of k infinite queues, one associated with each output port,
where each queue can accept at each cycle up to k distinct
packets coming from distinct input ports. In practice a switch
can be built in the following way. To prevent blocking each
such queue is actually implemented by k FIFO buffers, one
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We now analyze the performance of networks composed of
ideal switches. Let t, be the cycle time of the switch, i.e., the
interval between successive packet arrivals; let tT be the transit
time of a packet from one switch to the next one when the

a _ -_ _ _ . buffers on its path are empty (tT < tc). In general, the transit
time of a packet P through a switch is tT + btc, where b is the

2x2 banyan*2\( banyan number of packets with the same destination that arrived be-
fore P, or arrived at the,same time as P, but were transmitted

f - before P (we assume that the order of transmission of packets
4x4 banyan arriving at the same cycle is random). If at each cycle a packet

arrives on each input with probability p, then the average
30 40 number of queueing cycles for a packet is

b
I(1-l/k)pav 2(1 -p)

V ~~~~~Crossbar\1

---

4-dilation of 2X2 banyan

12 replication 8x8 banyan

a 10

32-rel

Fig. 7. (a) Probability of a request bein
nodes using a crossbar, 2-dilation of
4 X 4 network. (b) Probability of a re(

N source nodes using a crossbar, 4-d
lication of 8 X 8 network. (c) Probat
network with N source nodes using a

and 32-replication of 16 X 16 netwoi

ai.each input port. Incoming I
entered into a buffer associate
port, with no conflicts arising.
used at each output port to ren

ciated buffers in the order of 1

implementation of such switch
and Jump [3] we have t pass =

are infinite, each switch gives th(
switch.

A proof of this formula is given in Appendix B. (Chen [2] has
independently derived this formula for the case k = 2.) Thus,
the average transit time of a packet through a k X k switch
is

tk =t
(1-e 1/k)p

tk= tT+tC 2(1 - p)
This suggests a formula of the form

T = logk N tk

20 30 40 2 -P)
lgN for the average transit time through the logk N stages of a

square banyan network of degree k with N source nodes.
Simulations were run on six stages of a network built of 2

X 2 switches. The assumption of infinite buffers was dropped:
8-dilation of 2X2 banyan each switch was given a buffer of size eight at each output port.

Table I compares the average number of queueing cycles
.-_ *~ predicted by this analysis with values obtained by the simu-

IlL lation. (The "packets per cycle" row of the simulation section
shows the average number of packets actually generated per

plication of 16X16 banyan cycle; only the last column differed from the expected

number.)
As we see, the predicted delays are in good agreement with

the simulations. Besides statistical error, there are two reasons
20 30 40 for the discrepancies between the two. First, buffers have only
lgN finite size, and a full switch will not accept a new packet.

saie iHowever, the close agreement between the number of trans-
ig satisfied In a network with N source .. '
2 X 2 network, and 4-replication of mlssions predicted and simulated indicates this does not occur
quest being satisfied in a network with frequently, so that limited buffer size does not seem to be a
ilation of 2 X 2 network, and 12-rep- significant factor for the loads considered. Second, the dis-bility of a request being satisfied in a
crossbar, 8-dilation of 2 X 2 network, tribution of the packet arrivals at the second and the subse-
rk. quent stages is not time independent anymore. A clustering

effect occurs, which tends to increase the average delays. In-
packets are therefore directly deed, delays can be seen to increase from the first stage to the
d with the destination output successive stages. It is interesting to note that for each p after
An arbitration mechanism is the second stage there is no discernible difference between the
nove packeis from the k asso- delay times. This is probably because the distribution of packet
their arrivals (see [ 1 3] for an arrivals has by that time pretty much settled down to its lim-
). (In the terminology of Dias iting distribution.
= 0.) Assuming that the buffers Sometimes each packet will not represent a fuill message,
e same performance as an ideal but a message will be composed of several packets, say m. In

this case each message is said to be time multiplexed by a
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TABLE I
probability of transmission 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

analysis packets per cycle 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
waiting per stage 0.063 0.167 0.375 1.265
packets per cycle 0.200 0.400 0.600 0.795

1st stage 0.066 0.167 0.367 1.082
simulation 2nd stage 0.065 0.175 0.434 1.275

waiting 3rd stage 0.069 0.201 0.457 1.328
time 4th stage 0.069 0.195 0.456 1.316

5th stage 0.070 0.202 0.431 1.298
6th stage 0.066 0.196 0.459 1.289

0

factor m. If the cycle time for to process a single packet is t,
and the transit time is tT, the cycle time to process a message
that is time multiplexed by a factor m will be Tf = mtC,
whereas the transit time will be unchanged. The average
number of packets per cycle will now be P = mp. Using the
previous formula, one obtains that the average transit time
through a network (built of k X k switches in which messages
are time multiplexed by a factor m) is approximately

T =logk N (tT + Tc (I /
I

)) + (Tc-tc)

m2(l - lk)p'= logk N*t + tc ) + (m - I)tc.2(1 mp)
The last term accounts for the pipe setting delay.

Furthermore, we can consider d-replicated square banyan
networks. Recall that a d-replicated banyan network consists
of d copies of a banyan network. When a processor issues a
message it sends the message to one of the d copies with equal
probability. Thus, the average number of packets per cycle on
each copy is now p/d. So, ignoring the overhead in connecting
the d copies together, the average transit time through a d-
replicated square banyan network is approximately

T = ogk N* (t + tc m 2(1-]I k)p) + ( c2(d - mp)
It is possible to build square banyan networks with different

performances by increasing the number of ports on each switch
while proportionally decreasing the bandwidth of each port
(i.e., the number of lines per edge). For VLSI chips if the
computation time is small enough relative to the 1/0 re-
quirements then the chip is said to be pin limited (i.e., the time
to compute the desired function mainly depends on how many
pins are allocated to its 1/0, and is inversely proportional to
this number). If each switch is implemented on one chip and
the chip performance is pin limited, then without changing the
transit time the number of logical lines per switch can be in-
creased by a factor of / while increasing the multiplexing factor
of each message by the by the same factor 1. Assuming that
a 2 X 2 switch can process each message as one packet, a k X
k switch will require k/2 packets per message. Thus the av-
erage transit time through a k X k square banyan network will
be approximately

T = l09k N - t, + t, k((k-2)I)pl t

We have used this formula to compare the bandwidth of
networks built of k X k switches, k = 2, 4, 8, . , assuming
that t, = tT. Fig. 8 indicates the domain where each type of

4x4

0.00 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40
av. number of messages per cycle

Fig. 8. Domain of best performance for a square banyan network of
degree 2k, k = 1, 2,.

0
0

u' o
4J 0
L .
o m'

-4-

o

c 0

so

Ci
'i-

4)

16x

o 2X2~

0. 00 1.00
av. number

,16

2.00 3. 00 4. 00
of messages per cycle

Fig. 9. Domain of best performance for replicated square banyan
networks of degree 2k, k = 1, 2, ,of comparable complexity.

switch yields the best performance. Larger switches perform
better for low traffic intensities and large networks.

Note, however, that a network built of 2 X 2 switches has
the same number of switches as a (k lg k)/2-replication of a
network built of k X k switches. Furthermore, assuming each
edge of a 2 X 2 switch is given k/2 times as many lines per edge
as a k X k switch, the different networks will have the same
number of lines per switch, and networks with identical
numbers of switches will have roughly the same total number
of lines. So two such networks will have comparable com-
plexity. Comparing the performance of networks of compa-
rable complexity gives another picture, which is illustrated in
Fig. 9. Networks with larger switches are capable of supporting
higher traffic intensities. In particular, four networks built of
4 X 4 switches have the same number of switches, and always
outperform one network built of 2 X 2 switches.
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We have studied the performance of unbuffered and buf-
fered multistage interconnection networks. For unbuffered
banyan networks we presented an asymptotic equation for the
probability that a request issued at a source node arrives at its
sink node. From the analysis we saw that asymptotically this
probability is inversely proportional to the number of stages
in the network. Furthermore, using the analysis we derived
very simple equations which closely approximate the actual
probabilities.
We then analyzed the performance of unbuffered dilated

networks and unbuffered replicated networks, and compared
networks of comparable hardware complexity. Although di-
lated networks provide asymptotically better performance, for
practical numbers of processors dilated and replicated net-
works have similar performance. Thus, other considerations
such as delay, fault tolerance, and layout would likely decide
which is preferable for a given situation.

Finally, we derived an equation for the performance of
buffered banyan networks. While the analysis is valid only for

Thus, for n large enough,
k- 1

rn+1 >rn+ 2k
2k

Summing for n we obtain the inequality

rn> 2k nn+O(l).n 2k

Substituting back into (A. I) we obtain the inequality

k + 2 k2 - + +)

k-I k+ (I I
=r + + - + 0 22k 6kn n

Summing again we obtain

k -I. k+lI
rn -< 2k n+ 6k In (n) + 0(1).2k 6k

Substituting again into (A. 1) we obtain

(A.2)

rn+.rnk1-i+k2-I0
k 1k l n k+ I n

k-1 k+ OIn (n)
2k 6kn |n2J

the first stage, we have presented evidence that it is a reason-
able approximation in general. Using the analysis, we com-
pared buffered banyan networks built of different sized
switches but comparable hardware complexity, and deter-
mined where each switch size is most effective.

All of our analyses were done in the framework of the ban-
yan network since it is the most general class for which the
analyses apply. In practice, however, for ease of communica-
tion between sources and sinks one would use delta networks
[9] where the paths from the source nodes to any specific sink
node have the same descriptor, or more likely bidelta networks
[7] where also the paths from the sink nodes to any specific
source node have the same descriptor.

APPENDIX A

We derive an asymptotic estimate for the sequence defined
by the recurrence pn+ I 1 - (1 - p/k)k, where 0 <Po <
1 .v

It is easy to check that the sequence Pn is monotonically
decreasing to zero. Let r, = 1/p,. The sequence rn is mono-
tonically increasing to infinity, and fulfills the recurrence

-= 1 -1 - km)rn+ l krn

1 k-i (k-l)(k-2)+ +
rn 2kr2 6k2r3 + r4-

It follows that

k i k2- i \ (A.1)
2k + 12k2r,,rk0 j (A.l)

Summing a final time we obtain

k- I k+1I
rn > 2k *n + 6k ln (n) + 0(1).

2k 6k

It follows from inequalities (A.2) and (A.3) that

k -i k+1I
rn = 2k n + 6k ln (n) + 0(I),

2k 6k
so that

pn =-

(A.3)

I

k- I k+1I
k-1 n + k - In (n) Jr °(l1)2k 6k

=(k-I )n 1-3 (k_ I ) *ln(n) +0 I .\(k- I)n\ 3(k-P1)nB n

APPENDix B

We derive the average waiting time in a k X k switch with
infinite buffers. We assume that a queue of unbounded ca-
pacity is associated with each output port, and that at each
cycle each such queue can accept up to k packets coming
through k distinct input ports. At each cycle a packet arrives
at each input port with a fixed probabilityp, and each packet
is equally likely to join each output queue. We take the cycle
time t, to be equal to 1.

Let vn be the number of packets joining a fixed output queue
at cycle n. Then, v 1, v2,... , are independent random variables
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with a b(-; k; p/k) Bernoulli distribution. The expected
number of arrivals is E = k (p/k) = p and the variance is V
= k (p/k) * (I - p/k) = p(l - p/k). Let qn be the number of
packets in the queue at the end of cycle n. We have for q, the
recurrence relation

qn+1=qn + Vn+I -I if qn > ,

qn+j= Vn+I if qn = °-
Note that this recurrence is formally identical to that de-

scribing the number of customers at departure times in a
M/G/1 queueing system [6, eq. (5.33)]. We can therefore use
the derivation that leads to the Pollaczek-Khinchine mean-value
formula to obtain the expected number of packets in the queue
to be

_E V
2 2(1-E)

Using Little's identity we get that the average system time for
a packet is

q I V
E 2 2E(1-E)

and the average waiting time is

V I
2E(1-E) 2

Substituting for E and V we get that the average number of
queueing cycles at a k X k switch is equal to

p(l -p/k) I
2p(l - p) 2

(I1- l/k)p
2(1 - p)
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